FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SRO Solutions Signs Sales & Marketing Agreement with Triad Technology Partners:

Manchester, UK (February 11, 2010): SRO Solutions Ltd today announced it has signed a Sales & Marketing Agreement with Triad Technology Partners. Under the terms of the agreement, Triad will promote and distribute SRO’s products and provide local support services throughout the North America market, with particular focus on SRO’s unique data replication solution, the SDR (SRO Data Replicator).

“We are very excited about this new partnership; it fulfills one of our main objectives: to provide our existing US clients with a more local presence and to build on our recent successes within this important strategic region”, said Steve Driver, Managing Director at SRO Solutions. He continued, “The SDR is now proven and fully optimised for replicating IBM Maximo asset management data, ideal for organisations operating internationally who frequently encounter problems keeping remote sites up-to-date with essential data due to geographic remoteness and poor communication links; such as in shipping, offshore and remote laptop workers. I am confident Triad's experience and enthusiasm combined with SRO's will prove a great success".

“Triad Technology Partners matches innovative software solutions to the needs of North American enterprise customers, with a specific focus on the U.S. public sector marketplace.” said Tim Hohman, Triad’s CEO. “SRO's leadership in helping organizations access critical data in low-bandwidth situations will be well received by Maximo customers across North America. The SDR enables workers in remote locations such as naval vessels and isolated operational regions to access the data they need to manage their operations. With worldwide operations in many low-bandwidth areas, the U.S. government and its agencies are a key customer for this remarkable technology. “

About SRO Solutions:
SRO is an IBM business partner and Maximo reseller specialising in Asset Management, Data Replication, bespoke development, training & support. As well as being able to provide cost effective skills & resources for most ICT related projects, software interface development work, database activities and systems integration projects.

Additional information on SRO Solutions can be found at www.srosolutions.net.

About Triad:
Triad Technology Partners is a privately-held, woman-owned small business headquarterd in Bethesda, Maryland. Triad’s goal is to match innovative technologies to customers requirements at the best possible value, focusing on technologies that will help them improve critical areas like enterprise asset management, IT service and asset
management, virtualization, and data center operations. For more information about Triad Technology Partners, please visit www.triadtechpartners.com or call 301-564-0037.
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